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Abstract. We propose two schemes for achieving tungsten disulfide (WS2)-based saturable absorber (SA) and
saturable absorber mirror (SAM). By utilizing the pulsed laser deposition method, we grow theWS2 film on micro-
fiber to form an evanescent field interaction SA device. Incorporating this SA device into a common ring-cavity
erbium-doped fiber (EDF) laser, stably passive mode-locking can be achieved with pulse duration of 395 fs and
signal-to-noise ratio of 64 dB. We also produce a fiber tip integrated WS2-SAM by utilizing the magnetron sput-
tering technique (MST). This new type of SAM combines the WS2 layer as SA and gold mirror as high reflective
mirror. By employing the WS2-SAM, we construct the linear-cavity EDF lasers, and achieve passive mode-lock-
ing operation with pulse duration of ∼1 ns and SNR of ∼61 dB. We further achieve stably passive Q-switching
operation with pulse duration of ∼160 ns and pulse energy of 54.4 nJ. These fiber-integrated SAs and SAMs
have merits of compactness and reliability, paving the way for the development of new photonic devices such as
SAs for pulsed laser technology. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE
.55.8.081318]
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1 Introduction
Pulsed fiber lasers have attracted much attention owing to
many potential applications in such areas as environmental
sensing, biomedical diagnostics, and nonlinear frequency
generation.1,2 Mainly two schemes are selected for gener-
ating pulsed laser emission—active mode-locking or Q-
switching by employing costly and complex electrically
driven modulators,3–5 and passive mode-locking or Q-
switching by incorporating an artificial or real saturable
absorber (SA) as an intensity-dependent optical switch.
Compared with active scheme, passive scheme has the
advantages of compactness, simplicity, and flexibility. In
the past, the nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR), nonlinear
optical loop mirror (NOLM),6 and semiconductor saturable
absorber mirror (SESAM)7 were the dominant techniques
with wide application in commercial laser system. Both
NPR and NOLM are the fiber nonlinearity-based artificial
SAs with higher damage threshold, but are also highly sen-
sitive to environmental fluctuations. SESAM requires com-
plicated fabrication and packaging process, and has limited
bandwidth, few picoseconds response times. From the last
decade, carbon nanotube (CNT)8–15 has emerged as the
first case of nanomaterial SA for mode-locking, which has
one-dimensional (1-D) nanostructure and owns advantages
such as ultrafast photoresponse, easy fabrication, and low
cost. Gold nanorod (GNR)16,17 is another familiar 1-D nano-
material SA, which has two surface plasmon resonance
absorption bands and has been utilized for Q-switching or
mode-locking. These 1-D nanomaterial SAs have absorption
peaks related with the tube diameter (for CNT) or the aspect

ratio (for GNR), thus leading to relatively narrowband
operation restricted by the optimal absorption band. For
wideband operation, the 1-D nanomaterial SAs require the
combination of their nanotubes with a broad diameters dis-
tribution or nanorods with different aspect ratio. Unlike CNT
or GNR, graphene18,19 has a Dirac-like electronic band struc-
ture with unique zero bandgap, which endows it with
remarkable optical properties (i.e., ultrafast photoresponse,
ultrabroadband absorption) and electrical properties (i.e.,
remarkable electron mobility). Extensively, research20–47

has employed graphene as a candidate material for the devel-
opment of functional photonic technologies, e.g., ultrafast
mode-locker, broadband polarizer, and phase shifter. But
graphene also holds two main disadvantages, the weak
modulation depth (typically ∼1.3% per layer20) and the dif-
ficulty of creating an optical bandgap. Therefore, substantial
endeavors have been focused on developing new SA beyond
graphene from other layered crystal,48 such as topological
insulators (TIs),49–82 transition mental dichalcogenides
(TMDs),83–114 including of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)
or tungsten disulfide (WS2), as well as their diselenide
analogues (MoSe2, MoTe2, WSe2, and WTe2) and black
phosphorus.115–118 The series of TIs (i.e., Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3,
Bi2Se3, and so on) demonstrate the characteristics of a
small bandgap in the bulk state and a gapless metallic
state in the edge/surface. Both the bulk- and nanostruc-
tured-TIs have been applied in pulsed laser cavity as the
SA device. The TMDs possesses a thickness-dependent elec-
tronic and optical property—their bulk states have indirect
bandgap with weak light–matter interaction while monolayer
or few-layer structures are direct bandgap semiconductor
with enhanced light activity. For example, a bulk WS2 is
a semiconductor with bandgap of 1.4 eV (0.886 μm), while
its monolayer has a direct bandgap of 2.1 eV (0.59 μm). Its*Address all correspondence to: Peiguang Yan, E-mail: yanpg@szu.edu.cn
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thickness-dependent bandgap and electronic band structure
endow it with many potential optical applications in optical
fields that require strong light–matter interaction. These
newly emerged two-dimensional (2-D) materials possess
remarkable abilities in the field of optoelectronics and non-
linear photonics, such as broadband SA, high third-order
nonlinear susceptibility, and ultrafast carrier dynamics.

Several methods have been used to obtain the TMD SAs,
such as solution processing method,84 evanescent field-inter-
action method,39,52 composite films composed of nanomate-
rial flakes in a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) host,43,53 and the
bottom-up growth techniques such as chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD),92,99 pulsed laser deposition (PLD),63–64 and
the magnetron sputtering technique (MST).60–61 In the laser
cavity, these SAs are usually pasted on fiber ferrules, or
embedded in the air channels of photonic crystal fiber
(PCF),30,36,67,77,108,119–124 or deposited on microfiber or side
polished fiber (SPF).56,58,59 The fiber ferrule-type SAs
have inherently short nonlinear interaction length. The
composite films SAs could maintain the thermal stability
of SA materials, but is vulnerable to destruction by high
power operation. Moreover, it should be guaranteed that
light must transmit through the SA materials. The PCF-
based SAs can supply strong interaction effect and large non-
linear effect, but their fabrication processes are complicated
according to the previous report.108 The microfiber-based
SAs are attractive for long light–matter interaction length,
making such SAs as light modulator and high nonlinear
device simultaneously. As in Ref. 52, Luo et al. demon-
strated the combination of high nonlinearity induced by
the real part of third-order nonlinear optical property in pas-
sively mode-locked fiber lasers with high-repetition rates.
The SPF-based SAs have the merits of high power tolerance
and longer light–matter interaction length, but the SPF
requires accurate polishing technique and usually causes
unwanted polarization-dependent insertion loss.56,58 CVD
offers a scalable method for the production of monolayer
or few-layer TMD (i.e., MoS2 or WS2), but the film growth
is limited by the low nucleation rate on bare substrates, and
pretreatment of the substrate is often necessary to seed the
TMD growth. The PLD and MST can produce the film by
irradiating the target placed under vacuum chamber, and the
film can be directly deposited on the substrate (i.e., quartz
glass substrate,85 microfiber,63 SPF,61 or fiber-tip80).

In this paper, we propose two schemes for achieving new
WS2-based SA and SAM devices as shown in Fig. 1. By
utilizing the PLD method, we grow the WS2 film on micro-
fiber to form an evanescent field interaction SA device as in
Fig. 1(a), which would have the combined advantages from
the strong nonlinear optical response in material together
with the sufficiently long-range interaction length in fiber
taper. Incorporating this SA device into a common ring-cav-
ity erbium-doped fiber (EDF) laser, stably passive mode-
locking can be achieved with pulse duration of 395 fs and
signal-to-noise ratio of 64 dB. On the other hand, we produce
a fiber tip integrated WS2-SAM by utilizing the MST
method. This new type of SAM combines the WS2 layer
as SA and gold mirror as high reflective mirror, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). By employing the WS2-SAM, we construct
the linear-cavity EDF lasers, and achieve passive mode-
locking operation with pulse duration of ∼1 ns and SNR
of ∼61 dB. We further achieve stably passive Q-switching

operation with pulse duration of ∼160 ns and pulse energy
of 54.4 nJ. These fiber-integrated SAs and SAMs have merits
of compactness and reliability. Our research, accompanied
by studies from Bogusławski et al.,60,61 paves the way for
the development of new photonic devices such as SAs for
pulsed laser technology.

2 Fabrication, Characterization of Fiber-Integrated
SA/SAM and Their Application in Pulsed Fiber
Laser

2.1 Microfiber-Based WS2-SA and its Application in
Passively Mode-Locked EDF Laser

We employed the PLD method to fabricate the SA device.
In this process, the WS2 target was placed into a vacuum
chamber where the vacuum degree was set at 5 × 104 Pa.
A high energy Nd:YAG laser (SL II-10, Surelite) could emit
2 mJ∕pulse laser beam, which was delivered into the cham-
ber and focused on the target to inspire out of the plasma
plume. When arrived to the microfiber, the Wand S elements
would grow on the side surface of microfiber. In the experi-
ment, the deposition time was 2 h, and the deposition temper-
ature was fixed at room temperature. To verify that the film
was really deposited on microfiber, we executed a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) on theWS2 film morphology, as
shown in Fig. 2. The waist region of microfiber had a diam-
eter of ∼16 μm. The guided light in taper region would effec-
tively penetrate into the film and would be modulated along
the microfiber. Figure 2(a) shows that a layer of WS2 film
clearly stuck tightly on the side of microfiber. The thickness
of WS2 film was measured to be ∼1 μm. Figure 2(b) shows
the film morphology. It illustrates that the film was quite
different from the previously reported SA with relatively
uniform size and thickness by LPE method.

For checking the Raman shift property of the as-prepared
materials, the Raman spectra were measured by using
a Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution) with a
laser at 514 nm. Figure 3(a) shows the measured Raman
spectra of WS2 film on quartz glass together with that of
bare quartz glass. Notably, these peaks were also observed
for the film with locations of LA(M) at 174 cm−1, 2LA(M)
at 350 cm−1, E1

2g at 356 cm−1 and A1g at 420.7 cm−1, where

Fig. 1 (a) WS2-SA integrated on microfiber and (b) WS2-SAM
integrated on fiber-tip.
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the LA(M) and 2LA(M) are the longitudinal acoustic modes,
E1
2g is an in-plane optical mode, and A1g corresponds to the

out-of-plane vibrations along the c-axis direction of the
S atoms.

We also measured the linear and nonlinear transmission of
the SA device, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The linear transmission
was at the level of 65.6% at 1560 nm by using an ASE source
(Glight, 1250 to 1650 nm) and optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA). The power-dependent nonlinear transmission is
the key parameter to evaluate the mode-locking ability of
SA. The SA of our fiber-integratedWS2-SAwas investigated
by standard two-arm experiment. A homemade fs laser (cen-
tral wavelength: 1562 nm, repetition rate: 22.5 MHz, pulse
duration: 650 fs, average power: 12 mW) was utilized as test
source, a variable optical attenuator was applied to continu-
ously change the input optical intensity into the sample. A
50:50 optical coupler (OC) was used to split the laser into
two arms with the 50% arm for power-dependent transmis-
sion measurement of SA device and the 50% arm for
reference. A two-channel power meter with measuring range
from 10 μW to 10 mW was used to measure the power. The
modulation depth, saturation intensity, and nonsaturable
loss were 7.8%, 189 MW∕cm2, and 25.7%, respectively.
Furthermore, the SA might suffer from two-photon absorp-
tion as the transmittance declined when the intensity of input
light exceeds around 450 MW∕cm2.

Figure 4 shows the schematic of mode-locked fiber laser
with ourWS2-SA device. The pump source was a laser diode
(LD) with emission centered at 974.5 nm. A piece of 2.4 m
EDF was used as the laser gain medium with absorption
coefficient of 25 dB∕m at 980 nm (IsoGainTM I-25,
Fibercore). The pump was delivered into EDF via a 980/
1550 fused wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM) cou-
pler. A polarization independent isolator (PI-ISO), placed
after the EDF, was used to ensure unidirectional operation
and eliminate undesired feedback from the output end facet.
A fused fiber OC was used to extract 30% energy from the
cavity. A polarization controller (PC), consisting of three
spools of SMF-28 fiber, was placed in the ring cavity after
the ISO. The WS2-SA was inserted between the PC and the
WDM coupler. Apart from the gain fiber, all the fiber devices
in cavity were made by SMF-28 fiber. The laser performance

Fig. 3 (a) Raman spectra of bare quartz glass andWS2 film on quartz
glass. (b) Measured linear transmission (inset) and nonlinear
transmission.

Fig. 4 Schematic of mode-locked fiber laser with WS2-SA.

Fig. 2 SEM characteristic of the microfiber-based WS2-SA. (a) WS2
layer on fiber and (b) film morphology.
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was observed using an OSA (Yokogawa, AQ6370B), 1 GHz
digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO7104C), 3 GHz RF
spectrum analyzer (Agilent, N9320A) coupled with a
15 GHz photodetector (EOT, ET-3500FEXT), and an optical
autocorrelator (APE, PulseCheck).

Figure 5(a) shows the typical spectrum of mode-locked
pulses at the pump power of 65 mW. The generated optical
soliton was centered at 1560 nm with a 3 dB spectral
width of 6.75 nm. The appearance of pronounced Kelly
sidebands indicated that the laser was in soliton operation.
The radio frequency (RF) spectrum of the laser was shown
in Fig. 5(b). The fundamental repetition frequency was
19.57 MHz with an SNR of 64 dB measured with a
1 kHz resolution bandwidth (RBW). Figure 5(c) shows the
autocorrelation trace. It had a full width at half maximum

(TFWHM) of 609 fs, corresponding to pulse duration (Δt) of
∼395 fs if a sech2 pulse profile was assumed. The time-band
product (TBP) was calculated to be 0.328 and deviated from
the transform-limited value of 0.315, indicating that some
chirp was included in the output pulse that had a broader
bottom. The average output power was 1.5 mW, thus the out-
put pulse energy was about 76.6 pJ.

2.2 Fiber-Tip-Integrated WS2-SAM and its
Application in Passively Mode-Locked and
Q-Switched EDF Lasers

The MST was employed to fabricate the integrated WS2-
SAM. The WS2 target was with the diameter of 49 mm,
thickness of 3 mm, and purity of more than 99.5%. All
the coating processes occurred in vacuum with the sputtering
insert argon gas at pressure of 103 Pa. During the deposition
process, the AC voltage was applied to be 100 W in the
chamber. The sputtered tungsten and sulfur atoms were
ejected out from the target and then condensed on the
fiber end. The synthesis lasted around 1 h at room temper-
ature, forming a thinWS2 film as the SA layer. Subsequently,
the Au target was excited under the DC voltage for 3 min
until the Au atoms formed a tightly thin film with thickness
of ∼150 nm on the SA layer. The gold film (GF) here not
only functioned as a high reflective mirror, but also as a pro-
tective barrier that isolated the inner SA layer from the con-
tamination, corrosion, and oxidation. Figure 6(a) shows the
three-dimensional (3-D) view of the fabricated sample by
confocal scanning microscopy. It indicated that the device
was compact. To testify whether the SA was grown on
the fiber end, we took out several samples from the chamber
before the Au-film fabrication, which was direct deposited
WS2 film on pollution-free quartz glasses in the same con-
ditions as production WS2-SAM. Figure 6(b) shows the
SEMs of the as-prepared sample at different scales. It illus-
trates that a layer ofWS2 film was successively deposited on
the quartz glass. The film was composited by thin layer of
nanoparticles with diameters from 10 nm to around 40 nm,
thus we can deduce that theWS2 film were also deposited on
the fiber tip.

The Raman spectrum of the as-grownWS2 was measured
by a Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution) with
laser at 488 nm. Figure 7(a) shows the characteristic Raman
bands, e.g., two optical phonon modes (E1

2g at 356 cm−1 and
A1g at 417.5 cm−1) and typical longitudinal acoustic modes
2LA(M) at 349.8 cm−1, where the E1

2g is an in-plane optical
mode and A1g corresponds to the out-of-plane vibrations
along the c-axis direction of the S atoms. The main
Raman bands agreed with the earlier reports. The linear
transmission of the sample was measured in the range
from 1000 to 2000 nm by using an ASE source and OSA.
It was at the level of 92.8� 0.6%, and the transmittance at
1560 nm was 93.1%, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The nonlinear
absorption curve gave a modulation depth of ∼4.48%, satu-
ration intensity of ∼138 MW∕cm2, and nonsaturable loss of
2%, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The nonsaturable loss here might
be the smallest value when compared with other WS2-SA
reported in Refs. 103 and 105. We tend to believed that
this remarkable improvement comes from the compactness
of our device—no extra insertion loss is imported in this
SAM. This design can allow the reflectivity up to 98%

Fig. 5 Performance of mode-locked fiber laser. (a) Spectrum, (b) RF
spectrum measured with a 1 kHz RBW, and (c) measured pulse
duration.
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after the SA layer is saturable and only Au film is remained
as a high reflective mirror.

A simplest linear cavity was implemented to obtain self-
starting mode-locking operation, as shown in Fig. 8. The
pump source was a 976 nm LD with maximum output
power of 410 mW. A 980/1550 nm WDM was utilized to
deliver the 976 nm pump light into the laser cavity and
extract the laser output. The cavity was constructed by fiber
Bragg grating (FBG), EDF, and WS2-SAM. An FBG
centered at 1560 nm was utilized as output coupler with
3-dB bandwidth of 0.2 nm and reflectivity of 88.52%. A
13 cm EDF (Liekki 110-4/125) was used as active media
with absorption coefficient of 250 dB∕m at 980 nm. The
WS2-SAM, serving as a light modulator and high reflective
mirror, was spliced directly with the EDF. The other fibers in
cavity were single mode fiber (Corning, SMF-28) with 16.2-
cm length. At the output end, an isolator was added to elimi-
nate undesired feedback from the output end facet.

The CW lasing state started to occur around the pump
power of 6 mW, and the mode-locking operation would
self-start and quickly stabilize when the pump power was
beyond 30 mW. Figure 9 shows the measured spectrum,
RF spectra, and pulse traces of the laser at the pump
power of 410 mW. Figure 9(a) shows the spectrum of
mode-locked pulses. The generated pulses are centered at
1560 nm with a 3-dB bandwidth of 0.031 nm. The mode-
locking operated at a fundamental frequency of 352 MHz,
corresponding well to the cavity round trip time. The RF
spectrum in a 2 GHz span was also measured with RBW
of 10 kHz and SNR of ∼61 dB, as displayed in Fig. 9(b),

Fig. 6 (a) 3-D image of WS2-SAM and (b) SEM of deposited WS2 film.

Fig. 7 (a) Raman spectra of WS2 film. (b) Measured linear transmis-
sion (inset) and nonlinear transmission.

Fig. 8 Schematic of mode-locked fiber laser with WS2-SAM.
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certifying the stability of this mode-locking EDFL.
Restricted by the bandwidth of our FBG, the output pulse
had a width to be 1.04 ns, as shown in Fig. 9(c). Its long
range stability had been characterized in a span of 1 μs
by the inset. In the full pump range, the fundamental
mode-locking state remained stable and no pulse-breaking
and harmonic waves were observed on the oscilloscope.
The power characteristic curve was shown in Fig. 9(d). It
can be seen that the maximum output was 5.28 mW at
1560 nm.

It was noted that no PC was inserted into the cavity for
stabilizing the pulse, unlike that in Ref. 100. Also, the pump
threshold was much lower than the mode-locking EDFL
based on MoS2-PVA SA.100 This is because that the high
reflection of narrowband FBG andWS2-SAM was beneficial
to the rapid growth of cavity energy. As a fiber-integrated
photonic device, this SAM also demonstrated well-thermal
stability as the EDFLs worked at the maximum pump
power. It was interesting that the generated pulse was
restricted in the ns regime in our experiment, which might
come from the inherent property of WS2 nanoparticles. It
was expected that the shorter pulse could be generated
when the quality of WS2 film was improved by optimizing
the deposition condition and applying the postprocessing.

The deposition condition and integrated fiber type would
have great impact on the laser performance. Apart from the
above WS2-SAM sample, we also integrated the WS2-SAM
on a polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF, PM980). Before

the deposition, the vacuum pressure specification in chamber
was settled to 10−3 Pa to remove various impurity gases.
During the deposition, the RF power was fixed at 100 W.
The SMF tips were coated with a thin WS2 nanomaterial
functioned as SA layer during 1.5-h deposition process.
Then the gold film was deposited under direct-current
magnetron sputtering at the power of 80 W with ∼300-nm
thickness.

In this case, the same linear-cavity structure was imple-
mented to obtain the pulse operation by the WS2-SAM on
PMF, whereas the EDF was replaced by 23-cm length of
Liekki 110-4/125 and the total cavity was 44-cm long. It
was very interesting that the fiber laser could easily achieve
the stable Q-switched pulse output at such a simple structure.
The laser performance was measured and shown in Fig. 10.
The Q-switched pulse started to occur around the pump
power of 50 mW, and then the Q-switched operation
would maintain stably even the pump power up to
600 mW. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the measured optical
spectrum and RF spectrum at pump power of 450 mW. It can
be seen that the central wavelength was at 1560 nm with a 3-
dB bandwidth of 0.025 nm, while the fundamental frequency
was at 296.7 kHz with an RF SNR of 40 dB under RBW of
1 kHz. Figure 10(c) plotted the typical Q-switched pulse
trains. At pump of 50 mW, the pulses had an FWHM of
∼750 ns. The duration of Q-switched pulses decreased
when the pump power increased, which was agreed with
Q-switching properties. At the maximum pump of 600 mW,

Fig. 9 Performance of mode-locked fiber laser. (a) Spectrum, (b) RF spectrum measured with a 10 kHz
RBW, (c) measured pulse duration and pulse trace, and (d) output power versus input power.
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the minimum pulse width was measured to be ∼160 ns.
Figure 10(d) shows the repetition rate and output power ver-
sus pump power. The repetition rate varied with a wide range
from 91 to 318 kHz as a function of pump power. It was
interesting to see that the output power almost linearly
increased even when the pump power was up to 600 mW,
indicating that the SAM functioned well without any extra
protection at this pump level. The maximum output power
was 17.3 mW, corresponding to the pulse energy of 54.4 nJ.

For the direct comparison with the previous works using
CNT/graphene/TI as Q-switcher in EDF laser, we summa-
rized their Q-switched pulse parameters, as listed in Table 1.
It is notable that our work has the largest output power or

pulse energy; meanwhile, the pulse width of 160 ns is the
shortest for the Q-switched EDFL with linear-cavity struc-
ture. It is expected that the pulse duration can be further
shortened down to 100 ns by decreasing the length of the
laser cavity and employing the high absorption gain fiber
pumped by high power LD at 980 nm.

3 Conclusions
In summary, the fiber-integrated WS2-based SA and SAM
were fabricated with the interesting merits of compactness
and reliability. The compactness of these devices can effec-
tively reduce their insertion loss, thus lowering the pump

Fig. 10 Performance of Q-switched fiber laser. (a) Spectrum, (b) RF spectrum measured with a 1 kHz
RBW, (c) measured pulse traces, and (d) output power versus input power.

Table 1 Parameters of Q-switched EDFLs using CNT/graphene/TI and WS2-SAM.

SA type Operating wavelength (nm) Cavity length (cm) Frequency range (kHz) Pulse width (ns) Pulse energy (nJ) References

CNT

1534.1 10.5 ∼55 to 143.5 662 0.91 13

1534.1 110 14.5 to 141.4 330 7.3 12

Graphene 1538.3 37 31.7 to 236.3 206 33.2 125

TI 1543.2 65 12.6 to 177.7 217 7.5 55

WS2-SAM 1560 44 91 to 318 160 54.4 This work
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threshold for mode-locking or Q-switching. For the case of
WS2-SAM, the nonsaturable loss can be regarded as nearly
negligible after the SA layer was saturable. The suppression
of unwanted loss (both the insertion loss and nonsaturable
loss) allows these devices to possess more reliable perfor-
mance than those CNT/graphene/TIs sandwiched between
fiber connecters. For the WS2-SAM in experiment, no
scheme was applied to protect them from the thermal dam-
age. Once the Q-switching state self-started, it would remain
stable even at the maximum power of 600 mW, and occur
repeatedly with the booting of pump LD. It is believed
that the fiber-integrated SAM can serve as a candidate prac-
tical SAM operating at watt-level pump.

As the library of 2-D materials grows, a number of studies
emerge to produce and characterize SAs using hetero-
structures126 or graphene and TMD–polymer composite.127

New exotic properties are likely to emerge when different
materials are combined. Unlike the inkjet printing method,
the fabrication technique of WS2-based SA or SAM can
be applied to materials of other TMDs and the TI series.
Both the PLD and PVD technologies allow the control
over the ratio of different elements in the fabricated 2-D
material film, and also allow the grown of different 2-D
materials to build superlattice that can be artificially engi-
neered their bandgap and thickness. However, substantial
endeavors still need to improve the fiber-integrated
WS2-SA or SAM in the development of pulsed fiber lasers,
especially to find the optimized deposition condition in the
fabrication procedure, e.g., the deposition temperature and
time, the lattice match of different SA materials.
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